
Why a Skid Steer Dozer Blade Is a Must-Have Attachment

Skid steers are incredibly diverse pieces of equipment, with a list of additional aftermarket attachments that can 
help bring the most out of them. From augers to plows, the possibilities are endless for these machines as long 
as you have the right products for the job. Dozer blades are a popular attachment as well for their ability to push 
and spread materials with ease. Still, many often wonder whether they really need these items for their particular 
job. Read on to learn why a skid steer dozer blade is a must-have attachment for any skid steer owner.

Application Versatility

First, skid steer dozer blades can help further increase the range of applications your skid steer has. As 
previously mentioned, these components allow you to effectively push finer materials like dirt and gravel across 
a job site. This makes them a great asset during construction and landscaping projects. Specialized six-way skid 
seer dozer blades take this one step further by giving operators more options for contouring the landscape and 
better dispersing their skid steer’s power.

Increased Operator Control

It’s the increased number of pushing angles that also give skid steer operators more control inside the cabin. 
With finely tuned systems in place, skid steer dozer blades make it easy to spread and push dirt exactly how you 
need to and maximize the quality of your project’s result. This way, you have more options for sculpting 
landscaping and carving out specified areas to suit specific project requirements. Both four-way and six-way 
skid steer dozer blades are available for those looking to give operators more options behind the controls.
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More Time Saved

Another important reason why a skid steer dozer blade is a must-have attachment is how much time they save 
you during a project. While skid steer buckets work well at digging and loading large quantities at a time, dozer 
blade attachments are much more efficient for pushing and grading dirt over large areas. Since they spread or 
push more material over longer distances, they take less time than a bucket does to accomplish the same work. 
This is better for projects that involve leveling ground or carving out pond areas. In fact, utilizing a blade over a 
bucket for these tasks can save you enough time to make up for the cost in as little as a few jobs.

Replaceable Cutting Edges

6 way skid steer dozer blade attachments for skid steers, like the ones we have at McLaren, even have the 
additional benefit of a replacement cutting edge. Over several months and countless demanding jobs, this edge 
is going to take a serious beating. So having the ability to detach and replace it as needed is very valuable. Not 
only does this keep your component’s performance at the level you need, but it also helps prevent damage to the 
dozer blade itself. This way, you can further improve its longevity and get the most out of your investment.

We at McLaren Industries understand the importance of a quality dozer blade for your skid steer. That’s why 
we’ve gone above and beyond when designing our own models. Our skid steer six-way dozer blade for skid 
steers offers several angle options to provide maximum operator control over jobsite materials. We also offer 
products compatible with a wide range of different skid steer brands. Reach out to us at (800) 836-0040 or 
contact us today, so that we can find the perfect product for your needs.
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https://www.mclarenindustries.com/us/en/attachments/6-way-dozer-blade-attachment/30/
tel:800.836.0040
https://www.mclarenindustries.com/us/en/request-a-quote/

